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Caste Mobility
Some scholars believe that the relative ranking of other castes was �luid or differed from one place to
another prior to the arrival of the British. Sociologists such as Bernard Buber and Marriott McKim
describe how the perception of the caste system as a static and textual strati�ication has given way to
the perception of the caste system as a more processual, empirical and contextual strati�ication. Other
sociologists such as Y. B Damle have applied theoretical models to explain mobility and �lexibility in the
caste system in India. According to these scholars, groups of lower-caste individuals could seek to
elevate the status of their caste by attempting to emulate the practices of higher castes.

Flexibility in caste laws permitted very low-caste religious clerics such as Valmiki to compose the
Ramayana, which became a central work of Hindu scripture.

According to some psychologists, mobility across broad caste lines may have been “minimal” though
sub-castes (jatis) may change their social status over the generations by �ission, re-location, and
adoption of new rituals.

Sociologist M N Srinivas has also debated the question of rigidity in Caste. In an ethnographic study of
the Coorgs of Karnataka, he observed considerable �lexibility and mobility in their caste hierarchies.
He asserts that the caste system is far from a rigid system in which the position of each component
caste is �ixed for all time. Movement has always been possible, and especially in the middle regions of
the hierarchy. It was always possible for groups born into a lower caste to “rise to a higher position by
adopting vegetarianism and teetotalism” i.e.. adopt the customs of the higher castes. While
theoretically “forbidden” the process was not uncommon in practice. The concept of sanskritization, or
the adoption of upper-caste norms by the lower castes, addressed the actual complexity and �luidity of
caste relations.

Historical examples of mobility in the Indian Caste System among Hindus have been researched. There
is also precedent of certain Shudra families within the temples of the Sri Vaishnava sect in South India
elevating their caste.

The fact that many of the dynasties were of obscure origin suggests some social mobility: a person of
any caste, having once acquired political power, could also acquire a genealogy connecting him with
the traditional lineages and conferring Kshatriya status. A number of new castes, such as the
Kayasthas (scribes) and Khatris (traders) , are mentioned in the sources of this period. According to
the Brahmanic sources, they originated from intercaste marriages, but this is clearly an attempt at
rationalizing their rank in the hierarchy. Many of these new castes played a major role in society. The
hierarchy of castes did not have a uniform distribution throughout the country. Khatri appears to be
unquestionably a Prakritised form of the Sanskrit Kshatriya.
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